EXPANSION JOINT SPECIFICATIONS

Patented expansion joint - closed

Patented expansion joint - open

Why is Signature’s patented Expansion Joint important?
All plastic products expand and contract with varying temperatures and differing sunlight conditions. In most situations,
this is not noticeable. but in the case of stadium flooring it is a critical issue that must be considered and factored into
evry purchase or rental.
Changes in thermal conditions can cause bowing or waving of any plastic temporary flooring and it’s important to have a
mechanical expansion joint that can “eat up” the expansion. Depending on the temperature conditions, plastic panels can
expand significantly, and when connected in an array, will be forced upwards to relieve the tension. In warmer climates,
or in a climate where there is a wider temperature shift, the potential for expansion challenges i higher and the need for
engineered expansion joints is significant. Any climate can cause potential issues if sunlight is sporadic or weather conditions change.
This expansion problem was the deep dark secret of the industry fo rmany years and most manufacturers would like to
avoid thinking about the problem at all. Not at Signature! We decided to address this problem head on and developed an
innovative technological solution to this problem. Only Signature has an expanion joint for use in stadiums. That’s because Signature’s expansion joint technology is patented.
This system (available for EventDeck®, UltraDeck*, and ArmorDeck™) allows space for panels to expand and contract
dur-ing the normal temperature cycle and provides for a mechanical solution to an age-long problem.
Like a bridge that is designed to expand and contract during varying climatic conditions, Signature products also allow for
trouble-free use in any climate. Sections slide open and closed as needed to create the space for sections to expand into.
Expansion joints are installed during the installation in the open position and gradulally close as surrounding floor modules expand. They return to the open position when temperature or thermal conditions drop.
Expansion joint sections are designed without large gaps or steps and eliminate the need for unsightly seams and gaps
between sections the only solution to relieve stress in a floor, before Signature invented it’s patented expansion joint.
Signature is committed to being at the forefront of technology and is constantly improving and developing its system
based on our customer’s needs.

ULTRADECK EXPANSION JOINT
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Module Size

Closed: 11-13/16” X 9-1/4” (300.03mm x 234.95mm) usable surface area
Opened (maximum): 11-13/16” x 12-1/4” (300.03mm x 311.15mm)

Thickness

1-1/8” (10.625mm)

Weight

1 lb. 6 oz. (.623 kg)

Expansion

Up to 3”

Colors

Light Gray. Custom colors are available.

Edging

Sloped transitional pieces are available.

Weight Loading

20,000 lbs sq/ft (97,648 kg/m2) static load, solid sub-surface. Varies depending on sub-surface.

Ground Surfaces

UltraDeck is designed to be used with little ground preparation on sand, soil, concrete, asphalt, ice,
snow, mud, synthetic turf, rubberized tracks and other standard surfaces.

Aeration Holes

EDU1: Specially designed to allow light, aeration, and rain drainage. Incorporates proprietary ridge that
surrounds each aeration hole, thus preventing casual spills from flowing through to the subsurface.

Warranty

3 year manufacturer’s limited warranty.

GSA Schedule

Contract # GS-03F-059AA

* Signature System Group, LLC’s UltraDeck products are not in any way affiliated, endorsed, or sponsored by Menard, Inc. or any of Menard,
Inc.’s affiliates or subsidiaries.

